
 
 

Shaped Fabric Flowers for a fragrant Sashay 
by Neva Cole 

 
* Difficulty: Advanced 
* Time: 3 ½ - 4 hours + dry time 
 
Some of my favorite colors are purples and pinks; I am a girly girl when it comes to flowers and 
butterflies in these colors.  When given a variety of products intended primarily for fabric I 
imagined a beautiful scented Sashay to decorate the closet.  During the process of creating this 
project I discovered some pleasant surprises, first that freezer paper can be used as a positive 
and negative mask for the same image using a die and different ink techniques, second that 
Vertigo can be colored with Fabrico markers, and finally that die cut and stamped fabric 
flowers can be successfully shaped into beautiful three-dimensional embellishments.  Make 
one for yourself or as a fabulous gift that will be treasured for years to come. 
 
 



 
 
Directions 
 

 
1. Pre-wash and press muslin to remove sizing.  Trim a sections to: 8” x 8”, 4” x 6”.  Trim iron-

on interfacing to 4” x 6”.  Trim wool felt to 4” x 4”.  Trim Sheer fabric to 8” x 8” 

 
2. Trace embroidery hoop on scrap paper to plan a design using images and dies available.  

Heartfelt Creations Vintage Floret collection and The Crafter Workshop Swirls and Dots are 
used for this design.  This will help to determine the sizes and layers needed to create the 
flowers as well as approximate placing in the design.  

3. Adhere iron-on interfacing to the muslin to produce a cleaner cut with the die. 

 



4. Die cut Heartfelt Creations Vintage Floret flowers from interfaced-backed muslin.  For this 
project there are one each of the smallest and second to largest, with two each of the three 
sizes between.  A sandwich of cardstock, fabric and metal shim produces a clean cut.  (The 
leftover card stock flowers can be used for another project at a later time.) 

5. Die cut Heartfelt Creations Vintage Floret flowers from wool felt.  One each of the four 
middle sizes. 

6. Fold Heavy Duty Aluminum foil to a thickness of four layers.  Die cut Heartfelt Creations 
Vintage Floret flowers with two each of smallest and second largest dies, and four of the 
three middle sizes.  These will be used as flower shaping molds for the muslin flowers. 

 
7. Die cut the four largest size Heartfelt Creations Vintage Floret flowers from 4” x 4” freezer 

paper to create masks. 

 
8. Die cut Cheery Lynn Designs Exotic Butterfly Small #2 from Vertigo Taffeta.  The intricate 

design will require a metal shim.  Hold the die in place with low tack tape.  Place two layers 
of card stock under Vertigo and run the sandwich through the die cut machine several 
times rotating the stack each time.  Minor trimming with scissors may be required to 
complete the cuts when using a very intricate die.  This particular die had a natural curl 
once die cut.  

 
9. Stamp Heartfelt Creations Vintage Floret images in Memento Luxe Elderberry.  Line die cut 

flowers up with stamp before inking stamp.  Leave stamp face up and ink.  With tweezers 



place muslin side of the fabric on inked stamp and place an acrylic block on top and press 
down.  Leave for 15-30 seconds to allow ink to transfer.  Heat set with the iron. Repeat with 
the wool flowers. 

 
10. Use an ink blusher to ink each die cut flower with Memento Luxe Rose Bud.  Heat set with 

the iron. 

 
11. Spritz muslin flowers with Aleene’s Stiffen Quick to thoroughly saturate the fabric.  Layer 

together a stack of aluminum foil, a muslin flower, and top with a second stack of aluminum 
foil.  Shape flowers with flower shaping tools and set aside to dry.  (Alternately to speed up 
the process heat each flower with heat embossing tool.  Hold center of the flower in place 
with metal tweezers.  Take care, as tweezers and aluminum foil will become extremely hot.) 

 
12. Trim two lengths silk ribbon and one of cotton twill to 18”.  Color both sides of one silk 

ribbon with Fabrico Ultramarine and the second in Fabrico Cherry Pink.  Heat set with iron. 



 
13. Place the design from step 2 under 8” x 8” muslin and stamp Heartfelt Creations Vintage 

Floret images in Memento Luxe Elderberry.  Heat set with iron. 

 
14. Place exterior freezer paper masks over corresponding flowers and iron into place. With an 

ink blusher color each die cut flower with Memento Luxe Rose Bud.   Remove freezer paper 
masks and heat set with iron.  Place die cut freezer paper flowers over each flower and iron 
into place. 

 
15. Add All Purpose Ink in Thistle to the paint tray and ink the wooden embroidery hoop with 

an ink blusher. 

 



16. Fill 8 ml spray bottle with Ink Potion No. 9 to about 2/3’s level.  Add 5 drops of All Purpose 
Ink in Thistle to make a light color and shake.  Spritz design and wipe excess from freezer 
paper masks with a paper towel.  Leave masks in place and heat set ink with the iron.  

 
17. Add 5 to 8 drops of All Purpose Ink in Thistle to a paint tray and liberally spritz with Ink 

Potion No. 9.  Scrunch 18” cotton twill and color sections of both sides with ink in the tray.  
Use any leftover spray from step 16 to complete the coloring of the twill.  Heat set with iron.  

 
18. With The Crafter’s Workshop Swirls & Dots stencil color in the design with Fabrico markers 

in Ultramarine and Cheery Pink.  Masks will allow design to be transferred only to the 
sections not covered with the freezer paper masks.  Remove masks and heat set ink. 

 
19. Color design of butterfly with Fabrico Ultramarine and Cheery Pink on reverse side.  On the 

front use Brush tip Fantastix and StazOn in Cactus Green to color the body and wings.   The 
wings can be trained to flare up away from the body of the butterfly. 



 
20. Place sheer fabric over smaller hoop and add scented vase décor to the center.  Layer 

designed muslin over the top and secure outside hoop into place.   Trim excess fabric from 
the reverse side.  

21. Trim cotton twill into two 9” pieces and thread one through under the fastener and tie in a 
knot to create a loop for hanging. 

 
22. Tie silk ribbons in a double bow around remaining piece of cotton twill using the Zutter 

Bows-It-All v.2.  Tie around the fastener under the loop and above the hoop. 

 
23. Use hot glue and hot glue gun to adhere layers of flowers together.  Each flower will have a 

wool felt layer topped by two shaped muslin flowers.  The wool felt and the muslin flower 
just above are die cut from the same size die, followed by the next smaller die.   Adhere 
Vertigo butterfly into place. 



 
24. Place a generous dot of clear drying adhesive in the center of each flower and add clear 

glass beads to each center.  Allow to dry and shake off excess beads into embellishment 
collection tray. 

25. Hang in your closet and enjoy!  Make a second one and give it to your favorite friend, or in 
my case to my mother!  It is my hope that you will use these techniques to create beautiful 
projects using fabric and Imagine Crafts by Tsukineko products. 
 

 
SUPPY LIST 
Imagine Crafts featuring Tsukineko 

• Memento Luxe: Elderberry and Rose Bud 
• Fabrico Markers: Ultramarine and Cherry Pink 
• All Purpose Ink: Thistle 
• Ink Potion No. 9 
• Vertigo in Taffeta 
• Ink Blushers 
• Small Spray Bottle 
• Ink Dropper 
• Fantastix Brush Tip 
• Craft Mat 

 
Other: 

• Heartfelt Creations Vintage Floret Die, Mini floret Precut and Open Vintage Floret precut 
stamp sets 

• The Crafter’s Workshop Swirls and Dot stencil 
• Cheery Lynn Designs Exotic Butterfly Small #2 
• McGill Flower shaping kit 
• Aleene’s Stiffen Quick 
• Zutter Bows-It-All v. 2 
• Miscellaneous: ¼ yard muslin, ¼ yard sheer fabric, 1 yard silk ribbon, ½ yard cotton twill 

ribbon, 1/8 yard iron-on interfacing, 6” embroidery hoop, scented vase décor, freezer 
paper, heavy duty aluminum foil, die cut machine & metal shim, low tack tape, white 
cardstock, tweezers, scissors, iron & ironing surface, paint tray, hot glue & glue gun, heat 
gun, clear drying adhesive, small glass beads, embellishment collection tray.  

 


